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THE WORLD
Optimising
visibility, control
Our projects are delivered by our expert team based in the
UK, and agility
with our worldwide
presence we can easily support
and
in discrete
customers with their international needs.
manufacturing

FAST-Engineer

Once you are ready to start building your roadmap to effortlessly
take your SAP systems from your data centre to Microsoft Azure
public cloud, get in contact with us and we’ll have your local
delaware office reach out to you.

Smarter, better, faster.
www.delaware.co.uk
info@delaware.co.uk
01937 547 092

delivering
tomorrow
today.
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Addressing the challenges of discrete manufacturing
Technology is evolving at an ever-increasing speed; the ability
of businesses to match this pace of change will be paramount
to future success. Those who are able to respond to trends
and adapt are the ones who will thrive. Integrating the
supply chain with your production processes is critical to
maintaining a competitive edge, driving innovation and
ultimately, profitability.

Driving
down costs

Profitability
management

Complex
supply chains

Helping manufacturers excel
While automation and digitization are tough to
tackle in every sector, discrete manufacturing
comes with highly specific challenges that must
be addressed with industry-tailored IT solutions.

Production planning:
To produce customized products flexibly and rapidly
while keeping minimal stock at hand, companies
must find new ways to be creative with the tools at
their disposal

Product complexity:
Businesses should be able to design highly
configurable products using flexible production
methods, regardless of product lifecycles

Traceability:
Every step of the production process must
be transparent enabled through machine
integration with business applications

Why delaware?
delaware is a full-service global technology partner with a focus on
SAP and complementary technologies. We focus on the long term;
many of our client relationships extend beyond 15 years.

SAP Pinnacle Awards 2019
• ISV Partner of the Year SAP S/4HANA Cloud

As a truly global business, we are one of SAP’s go-to SAP S/4HANA
partners and have referenceable clients in over 20 industries. As
a winner of two SAP Pinnacle Awards in 2019, delaware has been
recognised by SAP for its outstanding contributions, dedication
to teamwork, and ability to challenge what is possible to help
customers achieve their goals.

• General Business Cloud
Partner of the Year

What is FAST-Engineer?
The FAST-Engineer template, pre-configured with industry
Best Practices, enables a stable but flexible ERP foundation.
From Finance to Production Planning, FAST-Engineer delivers
cutting edge process automation with real-time analytics.
Business transformation is embedded through delaware’s FAST
methodology, based on SAP Activate.

FAST-Engineer has transformed over 30 manufacturing companies,
providing a platform that delivers growth in an evolving technology
driven world. FAST-Engineer is built on SAP S/4HANA, the market
leader in ERP products. With faster implementations, reduced cost
and proven business benefits, this makes FAST-Engineer the leader
in supporting businesses ready to grow and succeed.

Three key benefits:

1

Fast, cost efficient ERP template enabling
accelerated implementations and reduced
reliance on scarce business resources

2

Unparalleled industry knowledge applied
to boost operational excellence through
applying best-practice

3

Better informed decision making in every
process using real-time data and analytics

What’s included in FAST-Engineer?
ERP Template: designed specifically
for the discrete manufacturing
industry

Best practices: end-to-end
management through planning,
production and sales

Proven Project Approach: lean
methodology, based on SAP Activate
with business transformation enabled
by delaware’s FAST methodology

SAP S/4HANA: enabling
real-time insights and smart
decision making

Business value for manufacturers
95%
Faster material
requirements
planning

50%

30%

Reduction in
manufacturing
cycle time

Reduction in
order to
lead time

Get started: talk to us.
info@delaware.co.uk | 01932 547092
www.delaware.co.uk

